Sealed 1.5mm Connectors 2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Female Assembly mates to device applications (fuel injector)
* Optional Retainer(s) available with Delete Cap
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly

Female Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-2157

Device "Footprint"
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors

Female Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-2239

Male Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-2238

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal and Shorting Bar shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional CPA (Connector Position Assurance) component shipped with Female Housing Assembly
* Optional Retainer(s) available with Female Housing Assembly
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
* Optional polarizations are available
* Female Assembly can also mate to device applications
  - Contact EPC Sales
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors 2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional Retainer(s) available with Male Housing Assembly
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
* Female Connector also mates to device applications

Female Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-3550

Male Connector
((Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-3385
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors 2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal and Resistor (or Capacitor or Diode) shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional CPA (Connector Position Assurance) component shipped with Female Housing Assembly
* Optional Retainer(s) available with Female Housing Assembly
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm Female Terminal
  - Crimped to Resistor (or other electrical component)
* Additional polarizations can be offered
  - Contact EPC Sales

Female Resistor Assembly
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-3375

Male Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-2238
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors

2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional Wire Guide is available
* Female Assembly mates to device applications
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
* Additional polarization options and colors can be made available
* Male In-line Connection can be made available
  - Contact EPC Sales

Female Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-3979

Device "Footprint"
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors  

2-Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional Retainer(s) available with Male Housing Assembly
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
* Female Connector also mates to device applications
* Optional polarizations and colors are available
  - Contact EPC Sales

Female Assembly

Optional Retainer(s)

Male Assembly
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors 2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional CPA (Connector Position Assurance) component shipped with Female Housing Assembly
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
* Male In-line Connection can be made available
* Additional polarizations can be offered
  - Contact EPC Sales

Female Connector
(Type "A" Polarity Shown)
P/N E-4995

Device "Footprint"
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors 2 - Way

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Female Assembly mates to device applications
* Terminal Related Information:
  - Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
  - Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
  - Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly
Sealed 1.5mm Connectors

Notes:
* Assemblies include TPA (Terminal Position Assurance) component shipped pre-staged
* Seal shipped with Female Assembly
* Optional Wire Dress Shield is available
* Female Assembly mates to device applications

Terminal Related Information:
- Housings use the Yazaki 1.5mm sealed blade system
- Cable gauge range from .35 to 1.0mm² (22 to 16 AWG)
- Cable seals required with terminal and cable assembly

Female Connector
(Type “A” Polarity Shown)
P/N E-5646

Device "Footprint"